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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Ban Chan from Mesa. Currently, there are 17 menus and
drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact them

through their website. What Cindy C likes about Ban Chan:
Spicy galbi Jim was really good. Portion size was huge. It'll at least feed two hungry adults. We had leftovers to
take home. The rice cakes in this dish was nice surprise too. Although this dish is traditionally sweet, it wasn't

overly sweet which was perfect for me. The bibim nengmyun was way too spicy. Looked like they added way too
much pepper flakes. Otherwise, it was decent. The side dish was as expected. The b... read more. You can use

the WiFi of the restaurant at no extra cost. What Mie C doesn't like about Ban Chan:
“The home-cooked” meal mentioned in other reviews doesn’t mean a meal prepared with TLC, it means an

amateur’s attempt to mimic a Korean dish. We tried to show respect for the effort, but left our meals barely eaten.
There was a Korean sign at the door in translation, “Idiot’s Tavern.” Going in, we found it humorous, but coming
out after the meal, we felt like idiots having spent money on tasteless food. read more. Various flavorful seafood

menus are served by the Ban Chan from Mesa, On the daily specials there are also several Asian dishes.
Korean menus like Kimchi, Bibimbap and Jjigae, which are traditional, always find their way onto the menu card
and the tables of the visitors, Furthermore, the customers love the inventive combination of different dishes with

new and partially experimental products - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Salad�
LETTUCE

Mai� course�
RIBS

Desser�
PANCAKE

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Beilage� un� �tra�
SOJASAUCE

M�e� Ric�
BIBIMBAP

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ SAUCE

Mai� Cours�
PORK BELLY

BBQ PORK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

WRAP

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

SEAFOOD

BEEF

KIMCHI

MEAT
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